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ABSTRACT 
We derive a necessary and sufficient condition under which a reflexive generalized 
inverse of a singular Pi,-matrix is again a P,,-matrix. Simpler conditions are obtained 
when the rank of the matrix is n - 1, where n is the order of the matrix. We then 
consider the application of these results to singular M-matrices of order n and rank 
n - 1. In particular, for this case we prove that the Moore-Penrose inverse is a 
P,,-matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problems considered in this paper follow mainly from questions posed 
in an earlier work by Mohan, Neumann, and Ramamurthy [3]. One of the 
questions posed in [3] is to find conditions under which the principal minors 
of a reflexive generalized inverse of a singular matrix are nonnegative. An 
answer is provided to this question, and its application to singular M-matrices 
is considered. 
The notation and many of the results which are employed in the proofs of 
this paper are largely standard to both the theory of generalized inverses and 
theory of M-matrices. We omit the introduction of these standard facts and 
terminology and refer to the texts by Ben-Israel and Greville [l] and Berman 
and Plemmons [Z]. However, we find it convenient to supplement these with 
the following. 
If X and Y are subspaces of R” which are complementary, we write 
R” = X + Y. If the dimensions of X and Y are 1 and n - 1 respectively, then 
there exist nonzero vectors 7~ and u in R” such that X = {x 1 x = a~, a E R } 
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and Y = { x 1 u ‘x = O}. In this case we say that X and Y have .standurcZ 
representation i terms of 7~ and u respectively. The cardinality of a set J is 
denotedby I_ZI.If AER”~~, J,Kc {1,2,...,n},wedenotebyA,,ERlrlxlKl 
the submatrix of A containing those rows and columns whose indices are in J 
and K respectively. The principal submatrix A,, is denoted by A,. 
Let AER”~” and R” = R(A)+S = T-t N(A), where R(A) and N(A) 
are respectively the range and null space of A. Then there exists a unique 
rejlexiue inverse or { 1,2}-inverse, denoted by A’,2,., such that N( A?$) = S and 
R( A!&) = T[l]. 
,4 square matrix is called a PO-matrix if all its principal minors are 
nonnegative. It is well known that A is a PO-matrix iff A + D is nonsingular 
for all positive diagonal matrices D [2]. It is known that M-matrices are 
PO-matrices. For an irreducible singular M-matrix A the conditions under 
which A:,“, is a Z’,-matrix have been investigated in 131. In particular the 
group inverse A* and the Moore-Penrose inverse A’ are shown to be 
P,-matrices. 
In this paper we generalize the results in [3]. In Section 2, we obtain a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a reflexive inverse of a PO-matrix to be 
again a PO-matrix and also consider some related results. In Section 3 we 
consider M-matrices of order n and rank n - 1 and prove the results in [3] 
after dropping the assumptions of irreducibility. 
2. SOME GENERAL RESULTS 
First we consider matrix pencils generated by projector matrices associ- 
ated with A and obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for each of these 
pencils to contain only nonsingular matrices. 
THEOREM 2.1, Let A be a sing&r square matrix of order n, and let 
R”=R(A)+S=Z’+N(A). We then have (i) A+t(Z-Ay+.A) and (ii) 
A + t(Z - AA\?) are nonsingular for all t > 0 iff index(A) = 1. Also, (iii) 
-4& + t(Z - At,2,A) and (iv) A\: + t(Z - AA&) are nonsingular for all t > 0 
iff index( A’s”T ) = 1. 
Proof. Note that Z - A’,:.A projects any x E R” on to N(A) and that 
(I - A’,2,A)x = 0 e .r E T. If Ax + t(Z - A!&.A).r = 0, we note that Ax E 
R( A)n W( A). Now if Ax = 0, it follows that x E T fl N(A) and hence x = 0. 
Thus A + t(Z - Atf.A) is singular iff there is an x E R” such that Al f 0 and 
Ax E R(A)nN(A), or in other words A + t(Z - Af$rA) is singular iff 
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index(A) > 1. This concludes the proof of (i). The proofs of the other 
assertions of the theorem are similar. n 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a singular P,-matrix of order n, and let R” = 
R(A)+S=T+N(A). We then have: 
(i) Aft,. is a P,-matrix iff (A + D)( T)n S = (0) for all positive diagonal 
matrices D. 
(ii) When rank(A) = n - 1 and S and T have standard representation in 
terms in terms of r and u respectively, A:$ is a PO-matrix iff a’( A + D) ‘71 
# 0 for all positive diagonal matrices D. 
Proof. (i): Since A is a PO-matrix, note that A + D is nonsingular for all 
positive diagonal matrices D. Suppose for some positive diagonal matrix D, 
y E (A + D)(T)n S and y # 0. There exists an x E T such that y = (A + D)x 
E S. From the nonsingularity of A + D it follows that x # 0. Since x E T and 
y E S, we have A?&.( A + D)x = (I + A$.D)x = 0. Thus I + A?$.D is singular 
and hence D- ’ + A$- is singular, which implies that A!$ is not a PO-matrix. 
Now suppose that (A + D)( T)n S = (0) for all positive diagonal matrices D. 
Let D be any positive diagonal matrix, and let x E R” be such that (A& + 
D)x=O.If y=A!&,wenotethat yETand Ay-xES.Sincer= -D-‘y, 
we have (A + D-‘)y E S. The hypothesis implies that (A + D-‘)y = 0. By 
the nonsingularity of A + D-’ we have y = 0 and thus x = 0. Thus Ai2r + D 
is nonsingular. It follows that A?&. is a P,,-matrix. 
(ii): Using (i), we observe that Ai2r is a PO-matrix iff the system: 
(A + D)x = r, ak = 0 has no solution for all positive diagonal matrices D. 
The required result is immediate from here. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Zf, in addition to the hypothesis in (ii) of the theorem, 
it is given that q # 0 for all i, then a necessary condition for A?$ to be a 
P,-matrix is that (J’D~T # 0 for all positive diagonal matrices D. 
Proof. Let D be any positive diagonal matrix and x = aDr, where (Y is a 
positive real number, sufficiently small to ensure that zi(~ - Ax)~ > 0 for all 
i. Let D, be a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements (71 - Ax),/xi for 
1~ i < n. It is easily verified that D, is a positive diagonal matrix and 
(A+D,)x=r or x=(A+D,)-‘m. If Ai2r is a PO-matrix, we should have 
CJ 5~ = (YU “Dr f 0. From here the corollary follows. n 
REMARK 2.1. The condition that u’Da # 0 for all positive diagonal 
matrices D reduces to the following simple equivalent condition. Let I, = 
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{~Ju,~~<O} and I,= {iJui~~>O}. Th en exactly one of I, and I, is non- 
empty. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be a singular square matrix of order n with 
rank(A)=n-1 and R”=R(A)+S=T+N(A). Suppose S and T have 
standard representation in terms of r and (J respectively. Further let II, Jz be 
a proper partition of { 1,2,. . . , n }. The principal s&matrix ( Ai2,,),, is nonsin- 
g&r when the bordered matrix 
is nonsingular. 
Proof. Let the conditions stated in the theorem be true. In that case we 
note that uJz # 0 and 7rJJz # 0. Without loss of generality, we can take 
Ji= {1,2 ,..., k}, and Js= {k+l,..., n }, for some 1~ k < n. Consider any 
u E Rk such that (A!$-),,u = 0. We now construct x, y E R” by taking 
xJl = u, XJz = 0, and y = A’,rx. We note that yJ, = 0, and since y E T, 
u’y = uj,yJ, = 0. Since Ay - x E S, we should have Ay - x = arr for some 
(Y E R. The facts that yJ, = 0 and xJz = 0 now imply that AJ,yJ, = arJ2. We 
must therefore have 
The hypothesis of the theorem implies that yJ, = 0 and (Y = 0. It now follows 
that x E S. Since (Y = 0, we must have x = 0, and consequently u = 0. This 
establishes the theorem. w 
COROLLARY 2.2. If &= {i}, then (Ai2r)J, is a nonsingular matrix if 
ui # 0 and 7ri # 0. 
3. M-MATRICES OF ORDER n AND RANK n - 1 
When A is a singular irreducible M-matrix of order n, it is known [2] that 
rank(A) = n - 1 and index(A) = 1. However in general when A is an M- 
matrix of order n with rank(A) = n - 1, it need not be true that it is 
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irreducible or index(A) = 1. In this section, we generalize the results in [3] for 
the case of M-matrices of order n with rank n - 1 by dropping the assump- 
tion of irreducibility. To establish the main result in Theorem 3.1, we require 
the following simple results about adjoint matrices. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a singular matrix of order n with rank(A) = n - 1. 
Let N(A) and R(A) have standard representation in terms of 8 and h 
respectively. Then adj( A) = a( 8X ) for some nonzero real number a. 
Proof. See [2, pp. 31, 1561 W 
REMARK 3.1. Zf the matrix A in Lemma 3.1 is also an M-matrix, then 
adj( A) > 0. It follows therefore that 8, h E R: u R!! . 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be an M-matrix of order n, and D be a diagonal 
matrix with nonnegative diagonal elements d 1, d,,. . . , d,. Then adj( A + D) 
= adj( A)+Cf= ,d, H,, where the H,‘s are nonnegative matrices. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that when A is an M-matrix, then A + D is 
also an M-matrix for all nonnegative diagonal matrices D. From the definition 
of an adjoint matrix we have 
If the matrix on the left hand side is an M-matrix, then adj( E) > 0. Repeated 
application of this, considering one diagonal element at a time, leads to the 
representation 
adj(A+D)=adj(A)+zH,d,, 
where the H,‘s are nonnegative matrices when A is a M-matrix. W 
As a corollary to the above lemma we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let A be an M-matrix. Let D, and D, be nonnegative 
diagonal matrices such that D, 2 D,. Then 
adj(A + D,) > adj(A + Dl). 
We now prove the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let A be an M-matrix of order n with rank(A) = n - 1. 
Let R”=R(A)+S=T+N(A). ZfScR:UR’L and TnintR:=0, then 
A?$ is a P,-matrix. 
Proof. Let the conditions imposed on S and T hold. Suppose S(N( A)) 
and T(R( A)) have standard representation in terms a(8) and a(X) respec- 
tively. We note that adj( A) = a( 8Af) >/ 0. The hypothesis on S and T implies 
7~, cr E R: U RF. We then have 
a’adj(A) VT = a(u’(?)(X’~) # 0. 
We also note that 
adj( A + 0) 2 adj( A) 2 o 
for all positive diagonal matrices D. It therefore follows that u’ adj( A + D) 7~ 
# 0 or equivalently a’( A + D)- ‘r # 0 for all positive diagonal matrices D. 
Hence A& is a P,-matrix. n 
COROLLARY 3.2. Zf A is an M-matrix of order n with rank(A) = n - 1, 
then the Moore Penrose inverse A+ is a P,-matrix. 
Proof. We have A$=A+ when S=(R(A))l and T=(N(A))i. The 
required result follows from Theorem 3.1. n 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A be an M-matrix of order n with rank(A) = n - 1. 
Let R” = R(A)+ S = T + N(A). Let S and T have standard representation in 
term of IT and u respectively. Further let 11, I2 be a proper partition of 
{U,..., n}. Zfu,, B 0 (or GK 0) and IT,~ > 0 (or G 0), ?r,*# 0, and ij’A,P is 
either nonsingular or irreducible, then (A!$),, is nonsingular. 
Proof Note that since A,s is an M-matrix, if A,s is nonsingular then 
A,,v 2 0 * v > 0 (see [2, p. 1371). If A,z is singular and irreducible then 
A,,v > 0 * A12v = 0 (see [2, p. 1561). Now under the conditions on ni, and 
a,, it is easy to verify that the matrix 
is nonsingular. It follows from Theorem 2.3 that ( A?&),l is nonsingular. n 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let A be an M-matrix of order n with rank(A) = n - 1. 
Let R” = R(A)+ S = T + N(A). Further let N(A) and T have standard 
representation in term.s of 0 and 0 respectively. Zf CJ E R: U R?, then 
A + t(Z - At&A) is a P,-matrir for all t > 0. 
Proof. Let D be any positive diagonal matrix, and x be such that 
(A + D + t(Z - A&A)]x = 0 for any given t > 0. The hypothesis implies 
that we can express x in any unique way as x = u + v, u E T and v E N(A). 
We note that v E N(A) implies that v = a8 for some a E R. Therefore we 
have 
[A+D+t(Z-A’,;A)]x=(A+D)u+(D+tZ)cue=O, 
or equivalently u = - (A + D)-‘(0 + tZ)ae = - (A + D)-l(D + A + 
tZ)aB, or u = - [a0 + t( A + D)-‘ad]. Since u E T, we must have au’0 + 
tcuat(A + D)-‘8 = 0. We note that 0% # 0, since t > 0 and (A + D)-’ > 0; 
hence a = 0. We thus get (A + D)u = 0. The nonsingularity of A + D 
implies that u = 0, and hence we have x = 0. n 
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